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1. Introduction

Supersymmetric string theories /1-4V can be viewed

as serious candidates for a consistent unified theory of

all fundamental interactions. They exhibit more and more

remarkable mathematical structures and link together

different ideas and methods in elementary particle physics.

There exist several approaches to string theory,

among these especially promising is the recently developed

version, In which gauge symmetry and Lorentz covarlance

are displayed explicitly /5-10/. In all constructions of

this type the BRST symmetry and the Fadeev-Popov ghosts

play an essential role.

The introduction of BRST symmetry has extremely

simplified the cumbersome operator algebra of the coordinate

reparametrization group thanks to the nilpotency of the

BRST charge. The introduction of the Fadeev-Popov ghosts

associated with this group has been an important step

rendering string theory close to gauge field theory. In

finding invariant equations for string functional the

formalism proves to be very convenient based on cohomolbgy

calculus in the space of differential forms /7-13/,

considering the ghosts as differentials. In particular, it

has been shown that all free string theories can be

formulated aB theories of string differential forms defined

on suitable spaces.

The aim of thiB paper is to derive general formulae

for cohomology operators on Btring differential superforms

of arbitrary order associated with the Virasoro algebra for
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bosonic strings and the Heveu-Schwarz and Raraond algebra for

superstrings.

2« Bosonic String Cohomology

The basic tool for studying string gauge symmetries

is the Virasoro algebra /14/

of the coordinate reparametrization group with the generators

P
(2.2)

where °<"1 . H & ^ . are orbital oscillators

satisfying the commutation relations ; ^

(2.3) W+m-jO

and hermiticity condition, d/ z=. Of" #* »

the metric of D-dimensional space-time for the strings,

J
For positive indices n, m, kt... the relations (2.1)

can be rewritten in the form :

L
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where

The algebra (2.4) leads to the following Jacobi

identities :

String differential

13,15/

- form is defined as

(2.7)

where

and

H are the sets of dual basis of
0,

- form, respectively, with the permutation law :

a r e f u n o t i o n a l s o f string coordinates

(2*e>

cdTl"'rT
and can be considered to be antisymmetric with respect to

upper and to lower indices. The ordinary string field <

is thought of as in)- form.

Consider now the exterior derivative operator d.

By putting

Jed = L^cd, &

ft
(
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(2.9)

and the Leibnitz rule

we can find the action of d on the form (2.7) of arbitrary

order :

With the help of (2.6) it is easy to prove the

nilpotency of df d =0.

Let us define the operator d which is different from

d only by substituting LQ by-l_n when acting on U> j-form,

namely i

(2.12)

Like d, d is nilpotent, d =0.

Let _lZx/be the space of all [ ' w
Af V7'

and the coefficients ,J) f~

the condition '<•

-forms with

satisfying

tf
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(2.13) / ;

fy- arbitrary, whenever at least one of the indices 1ctm,n

takes value greater than If.

It la not difficult to show that this definition of /2

is invariant under the operator d, i.e. if /AV sz Q

4>n ®
the space

( 2* 1 4 )

4
Let us'define the duality transformation

.—(^-A/ by the formula j

i n

j r V
where 8pr,, ftf, {£> *'" ^) i s "totally antisymmetric

y

with

It is clear from the definition (2.14) that under the

operation /Y,\ I'wJ-larm ̂  S^~A/ transforms into

(fy~y ] -form £~ ̂ f]_ • ̂ n particular, we have :

Now define the co-derivative operator ^ in the

following

(2.16)
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The direct calculations give

jy

(2.17)

So, the operator £ transforms If^J -form into //i\7'?) -form

and its explicit expression does not depend on K.

The nilpotency of £ , d —fl » follows from the

definition (2.16), equation (2.15) and the nilpotency of d.

By defining the inner product of two forms o( /rf >,

and

(2.18)

with the property

(2.19)

we have the following duality relation

(2.20)

Prom (2.11) and (2.17) we have the following anti-

commutation relation for d and^when D=26 /7,11-13/

where the action of operators K and I on form (A) r^\ is

«f

)Uaing the Identities (2.6) and the relations (2.8)

it can be shown that

The BRST charge is now

(2.25)

where Co and Co are zero-mode anticommuting ghost and

antighoet, satisfying the relations

(2.26)

3. Cohomolofiy Operator for Superstrings

A. Neveu-Schwarz Sector.

For Neveu-Schwarz superstrings along with commuting

oscillators O\J ,J
commuting oscillators LJ

anticommutation relations

one has to consider also anti-

,-j~ 1- , satisfying

(3.D
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The generators of the coordinate reparametrization

group associated with these oscillators are :

(3.2)

They form the Neveu-Schwarz superalgebra with the

following commutation and anticommutation relations :

By introducing superindices A _s flj A ellA super-

generators F. with the identification

(3.4) ^

vie can rewrite (3.3) in the following form for positive

indices A,B,C,... :

c

(3.5)

Here we have used the notations

- 9 -

FA] is the grading of the index A, namely i \rtj~d

The non-vaniehing structure constants are given in

(2.5) and t X

(3.7)

Note that

(3.8)

while

(3.9)

have the symmetry property

C



have the property :

With the help of the generalized Jacob! identity for

supergenerators F^ /16/ we can derive the following identities

for the structure constants :

VAP

(3.14)

(3.1

Note also one more useful identity s

The (/̂ / -auperforms are defined as the

generalization of (2.7)
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where the dual basis forme

permutation lav :

-̂  • ^ P- , 7 £? f satisfy the

In accordance with (3.19) we can always consider

(JJ ' I to have the similar symmetry property with
Pf< Pit

respect to upper and to lower indices : ,

(3.20)

Ihe exterior derivative operator d is defined by its

action on t\) -form and on -^ ff :

with Leibnitz rule :
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and

(3.23)

The calculations give the following result :

#-4X
(3.24)

which is the generalization of (2.11). The nilpotency of d

can be proved, using (3.12) and (3.13).

For the co-derivative operator o we find the

following generalization of (2.17) :

(3.

The commutation relation (2.21) remains valid when

D=10 :

where

(3.27)
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(A) C

As in the bosonic case, K and T commute with each

other and with d and ^ .

B. Ramond Sector.

For Ramond superstrings the anticommuting oscillators

are //A , , A C? J*0 » satisfying anticoranmtation
-A

relations

(3.29) o

The generators

(3.30)

form the Eamond superalgebra

(3.:

In the language of supergenerators FA the relations

(3.31) can be rewritten in the following form for positive

indices :



(3.32)

[L}G6] -i-~O

where

(3.33)

c
The expressions for the structure constants VAA
t y/C

and WMI are the same as in (2.5) and (3.7).

symmetry properties (3.8) - (3.10) remain valid in this

sector. Unchanged are also the identities (3.12), (3.13),

(3.15) and (3.16), while instead of (3.14) and (3.17) we

now have
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(3.34)

In practice the following identities are also useful

c
ce
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As the identities (3.12) and (3.13) remain unchanged,

the nilpotent operators d and ̂  can be defined as before,

by (3.24) and (j.25) but now their anticommutator ntZie r

is different from (3.26). Indeed, we have (when D=10) :

(3.37)

where

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

\"'€

Other conunutation and anticoramutatlon relations

including R and S are :

K and T remain to commute with each other and with

and o

The BRST charge is now :

(3.43)

where eQ and &o are zero-mode commuting ghost and antighoat,

satisfying the relation

(3.44)
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